Revisiting Phantom Power Fault Protection
THAT1570, THAT158x & THAT626x

It has been shown that phantom power faults caused by shorting either or both of the XLR inputs to ground will force the preamp’s inputs down to -48 V (see Figure 1.) A diode bridge at the inputs is used to clamp any excessive input level swing to the power supply rails (see Figure 2.) During a phantom power fault, the negative rail can momentarily drop well below its nominal value, damaging the preamp (see Figure 3.) The mechanisms and consequences of phantom power faults are well explained in [1] and [2].

Figure 1. Voltage at Rbias during a phantom power fault for different values of Cc [1] and [2].

Figure 2. Phantom power fault protection scheme for THAT1570/158x/626x.
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Figure 2. Phantom power fault protection scheme for THAT1570/158x/626x.
In order to absorb that momentary surge caused by a phantom power fault (Figure 3,) the minimum value for the decoupling capacitor $C_D$ on the negative power supply rail is calculated as follows:

$$C_D = N \times C_C \times \frac{2 \times (-V_{ph} - V_{inmin})}{V_{inmin} - V_{sup} + V_D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

Where:
- $N$ is the total number of channels; see note below on how to choose $N$;
- $C_C$ is the coupling capacitor between the phantom power supply and preamp input;
- $V_{ph}$ is the phantom power supply, typically 48 V ($\pm 10\%$);
- $V_{inmin}$ is the minimum allowed voltage at the preamp inputs (differs by part number);
- $V_{sup}$ is the negative power supply voltage;
- $V_D$ is the forward voltage drop on the protection diode at the rated current during phantom fault.

$V_D$ voltage should be carefully checked in the diode specification. It’s based on the peak current possible during a phantom power fault. The peak current is a function of the resistor value connected between the dc blocking capacitor $C_C$ and preamp input ($R_S$), and the coupling capacitor’ ESR.

The maximum peak current in the diode can be calculated as follows:

$$I_{Dpeak} \approx \frac{V_{ph} + V_{sup}}{R_S + ESR_{Cc} + 2 \times ESR_{Cd}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Where:
- $R_S$ is the series protection resistor;
- $ESR_{Cc,D}$ are the internal series resistors from the capacitors models.
The parameter \(V_{\text{in\_min}}\) is the lowest allowable voltage that can be applied on the preamp inputs without causing it to fail:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>(V_{\text{in_min}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THAT1570 &amp; THAT1583</td>
<td>-31 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAT1580</td>
<td>-21.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAT626x</td>
<td>-12.5 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the component values shown on the respective data sheets and \(ESR_{C,\text{CD}}\) about 1 Ω, we can calculate for THAT1570/158x:

\[
I_{\text{D\_peak}} \approx \frac{48V + (-15V)}{10 + 1 + 2 \times 1} = 2.54 A
\]  
(3)

And for THAT626x:

\[
I_{\text{D\_peak}} \approx \frac{48V + (-5V)}{20 + 1 + 2 \times 1} = 1.87 A
\]  
(4)

Looking up the forward voltage drop at 1.87 A and 2.54 A peaks in the Schottky diode datasheet, we find \(V_D \approx 0.65 V\) (average, since there is a small variation.)

\[
C_{D_{\text{THAT1580}}} = 1 \times 47 \mu F \times \frac{2 \times [-48 - (-21.5)]}{-21.5 - (-15) + 0.65} = 47 \mu F \times 9.06 \approx 426 \mu F
\]  
(5)

\[
C_{D_{\text{THAT1570/1583}}} = 1 \times 47 \mu F \times \frac{2 \times [-48 - (-31)]}{-31 - (-15) + 0.65} = 47 \mu F \times 2.22 \approx 104 \mu F
\]  
(6)

\[
C_{D_{\text{THAT626x}}} = 1 \times 22 \mu F \times \frac{2 \times [-48 - (-12.5)]}{-12.5 - (-5) + 0.65} = 22 \mu F \times 10.36 \approx 228 \mu F
\]  
(7)

Note that when using ±18 V rails, the maximum allowable supply voltage for THAT1570/158x, the calculated values for the capacitors are \(C_{D_{\text{THAT1580}}} \approx 874 \mu F\) and \(C_{D_{\text{THAT1570/1583}}} \approx 129 \mu F\).

The calculated value for \(C_D\) is the minimum value required for absorbing the phantom power fault and larger values will provide even more protection. Ideally, \(C_D\) should be placed as close as possible to the diode bridge, but our experiments have shown that it can be at the device’s power supply and/or split and distributed along the PCB, assuming the power traces/planes provide low impedance for the momentary fault surge.

### A note about the number of channels, \(N\): it’s unlikely that all channels will get shorted with phantom power on at the same time. We believe that it’s safe to assume that only one channel will be at fault at one time but it is up to the designer to decide the number of channels to be considered. One exception could be during production test if the manufacturer has a setup when all the channels are shorted to GND at the same time with phantom power on.

### Protecting with TVS

Experiments have shown that TVS can effectively be used on protecting the circuit against phantom power faults. A TVS has three specified voltages: a) the working voltage, or the maximum safe voltage to indefinitely operate, b) the break down voltage range, the voltage window in which the part will start to conduct, and finally c) the clamping voltage which is rated at the maximum current, typically a current which’s very high and in 10-20 A range and outside our interest range.
There are two possible locations for a TVS: on the power supply, to clamp the power rail (Figure 4,) and on the input lines to clamp the input swing (Figure 5.) In the first case, during the phantom power fault, the current flows from the coupling capacitor, through the typical 10 Ω protection resistor, protection diode to negative power supply, TVS and ground. The voltage at the input pin is the TVS’s breakdown minus a protection diode drop. For instance, if the TVS breakdown range is 19 V to 21 V, we can expect -20 V to -23 V at the input. Therefore, the power supply voltage, protection diode and TVS specifications have to combine for a successful implementation [5]. This can be a challenge when using high voltage power supplies.

For the case of ±17 V supplies, the correct TVS is VT/VSXYSMF which has working voltage of 18.7 V. However, the breakdown range is 20.9 V to 23.2 V. Adding the forward diode drop of the protection diode the input voltage will be lower than the -21.5 V minimum required (1580 only). The next TVS on the list has a working voltage of 16.9 V which would not work in this case.
So, going backwards from the input to the power supply, if we need to limit the negative swing to -21.5 V we need a TVS with a breakdown range no more than ~20 V to be on the safe side. The closest one is VTVS15ASMF, which has a working voltage of 15.1 V. It barely works for ±15 V power supplies.

For high voltage power supplies, moving the TVS’s to the input lines makes more sense (Figure 5.) The stray capacitance is the first concern that comes to mind for THD degradation. However, we’ve tried this approach and the THD was not affected at all*. The phantom power fault current has a shorter path now, coupling capacitor, the 10 Ω resistor and TVS to GND. The negative power supply doesn’t move at all in this case because the current doesn’t go that way. Another limitation is the maximum allowable input swing. Fortunately, we can accommodate the TVS and large input swings because the minimum input voltage swing is -V + 3.7 V (THAT1580,) otherwise the input will clip. For ±17 V power supplies it means that the minimum negative swing is -13.3 V. Going back to the TVS datasheet we can use VTVS14ASMF which has a working voltage of 13.8 V and a breakdown range of 15.4 V to 17 V. This part is more than adequate to protect the inputs at high power supply voltages.

To conclude, to protect with TVS’s we have two options depending on the power supply range:

a) Above ±15 V the TVS’s need to be connected on the input lines;

b) Below ±15 V they can be moved on the power supply rails.

**Using TVS’s on the power supply rails:**

**Pros:**
1) Only two TVS’s required for all channels;
2) The filter capacitor on the negative rail can be smaller, for instance 22 µF;
3) Protection while power is down via the protection diodes.

**Cons:**
1) There is no adequate TVS (that we could find) for higher power supply applications;
2) Negative power supply will be dragged down a few volts depending on the TVS’s breakdown range;
3) Protection diodes to the rails are still required.

**Using TVS’s on the input lines:**

**Pros:**
1) Phantom power fault protection at any power supply;
2) The large phantom power current is confined to a smaller loop;
3) Potentially, protection diodes are not required anymore (see cons below for comments);
4) The negative rail is not affected at all;
5) The filter capacitor on the negative rail can be smaller.

**Cons:**
1) Cost. Each preamp input requires four TVS’s;
2) Protection during power down is not available unless protection diodes are used in conjunction with TVS’s. For some cases this may not be an issue, so it depends on the application.

* IMPORTANT: the THD was measured with a specific TVS, the Vishay VTVS14ASMF. Other TVS’s may perform differently, so the user must check the THD for any TVS used in this configuration (Figure 5.)
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